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Someday
the King (Queen) of Sweden

might be taller than now.

Alice might have been
taller than she is.

Definite description?

Proper name!

Alice might have been
happier than she is.

????



Basic Problems

• What’s a simple way of 
modeling these?

• And if proper names are 
rigid designators?
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Definite descriptions need
quantifiers and equality.
Can we do with less?

Rigid is rigid, after all.
How can properties change?
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We give a formal language
in which such things can be expressed.

The language will be that of a modal logic.
We are speaking of other possible situations.

It won’t quite be propositional,
and it won’t quite be first-order.

You will see.
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There won’t be time to discuss
corresponding proof systems.

But they do exist.

We also give a semantics
to go with the syntax.

Formulas should have meanings, after all.
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There will be some complexities.

Remember, it’s always safe

to ignore anything you don’t understand.

Friendly note:



The King of Sweden
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The phrase picks out
different people at different times.
(Possibly nobody at some times.)

A definite description says
how the picking is done.

We don’t really need
such detail.
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Let T (x, y) informally mean,

person x is taller than

person y.

Let ⇤X informally mean,

X is true at all future times,

and then ⌃X means

X is true at some future time.

Let’s use a modal language,

with relation symbols,

but no quantifiers.
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Let m non-rigidly designate

the King of Sweden

(or perhaps nobody).

⌃T (m, m)?

Surely not!

We want to say,

in some future state, m designates

someone taller than the person

that m designates now.
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The problem is scope.

In ⌃T (m, m),
the second m should be outside ⌃,

the first, inside.



Predicate Abstraction
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Informal presentation:

h�x.'i(c)

variable formula non-rigid
constant symbol

This is true at a possible world if

' is true there,

with x given as value

whatever c designates there.
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(If c doesn’t designate at a world,

take the abstract to be false.)

There will be a proper definition later.
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Someday the monarch will be taller than now.

h�y.⌃h�x.T (x, y)i(m)i(m)

It is true of the present King

(the value of y)

that at some possible future

the taller-than predicate will hold

between the King then

(the value of x)

and the present King.

outside
modal operator

inside
modal operator



The Problem with Alice
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But “Alice” is a proper name.

Names are generally taken to be rigid.

There are different
Kings of Sweden
at different times.

We are saying
Alice could be taller than herself.



From these follows

h�x.⌃T (x, x)i(a)

If we formalized now

as we did with the King

we would have

h�y.⌃h�x.T (x, y)i(a)i(a)

But if a is rigid we have
h�y.⇤h�x.x = yi(a)i(a)

And this is silly!
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Explain this!



A Solution
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“Alice” is a rigid designator.

Alice is the same individual in all possible worlds.

But her inessential properties can vary.

Like height.
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Let h be a function

mapping a person to a height.

Even if a is rigid,

h(a) can vary from world to world

because h need not be rigid.

Attributes can change,

while individuals remain fixed.



First Draft
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h�y.⌃h�x.G(x, y)i(h(a))i(h(a))

G is a greater-than predicate.
(Heights are just numbers.)



Proper Formalization
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Objects Intensions

• Things we bump into

• People

• numbers (soft bump)

• etc.

• Non-rigid designators

• Definite descriptions

• My best friend

• the world’s tallest person

• etc.



The Language
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This is a simple version.

Something more elaborate
is possible.
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Object variables: x, y, . . .

Intension constants: a, b . . .

Intension function symbols: f , g, . . .

Think of these as
0-place function symbols

Relation symbols: T , G, . . .
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Intension terms: f(x1, . . . , xn)

Atomic formulas: T (x1, . . . , xn)

No nesting.

Only variables.

Note to self: tell them why.
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• Atomic formulas are formulas.

• If X and Y are formulas,

so are (X ^ Y ), (X _ Y ), (X � Y ).

• If X is a formula, so are ¬X, ⇤X, and ⌃X.

• If X is a formula, x is an object variable,

and t is an intension function term,

h�x.Xi(t) is a formula.
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Free variable occurrences as usual, plus:

In h�x.'i(t),
free variable occurrences are those of ',

except for occurrences of x,

together with free variable occurrences in t.



Some Comments
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P (a) is not legal,

where a is an intension constant.

This simplifies a few things.

We can use h�x.P (x)i(a).
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But we must be careful.

Consider ⌃⌃P (a).

This could be

h�x.⌃⌃P (x)i(a) or

⌃h�x.⌃P (x)i(a) or

⌃⌃h�x.P (x)i(a)

They don’t mean
the same thing.
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We didn’t allow function nesting.

We could take P (f(g(a))) as short for

h�z.h�y.h�x.P (x)i(f(y))i(g(z))i(a)

But again, be careful!
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Which “should be” ⌃P (f(a))?

(Broad scope, narrow scope, neither?)

⌃h�y.h�x.P (x)i(f(y))i(a)
h�y.⌃h�x.P (x)i(f(y))i(a)
h�y.h�x.⌃P (x)i(f(y))i(a)

are not the same.

both broad

both narrow

one broad,
one narrow



Semantics
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possible
worlds

accessibility
relation

object
domain

interpretation

M = hG,R,D, Iimodel



Interpretation Function
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I maps each

n-place relation symbol

and each possible world

to an n-place relation

on the object domain.

= maps to the equality relation everywhere.
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I maps each

n-place function symbol

and some possible worlds

to an n-place function

on the object domain.

The possible worlds where

a function is assigned

are where the symbol

designates.
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Valuations
A valuation v maps

variables to objects

(members of D).

Important: valuations
are not world dependent.

Objects are objects.
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To be defined:

M, w �v '

model world valuation formula

' is true at world w
of modelM with respect to

valuation v.
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Atomic M, w �v P (x1, . . . , xn) , hv(x1), . . . , v(xn)i 2 I(P )(w).

Propositional M, w �v X � Y ,M, w 6�v X or M,� �v Y

Necessity M, w �v ⇤X ,M, w

0 �v X

for all w

0 2 G such that wRw

0
.

Possibility M, w �v ⌃X ,M, w

0 �v X

for some w

0 2 G such that wRw

0
.
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Predicate Abstraction, n-ary function symbol

If intension function symbol a designates at w,

M, w �v h�y.'i(a(x1, . . . , xn)) if M, w �v0
'

where v

0
is like v except that

v

0(y) = I(a)(w)(v(x1), . . . , v(xn)).
If a does not designate at w,

M, w 6�v h�x.'i(a(x1, . . . , xn)).
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Special Case, intension constant

If a designates at w, M, w �v h�y.�i(a) if

M, w �v0 � where v

0
is like v

except that v

0(y) = I(a)(w).
If a does not designate at w, M, w 6�v h�x.�i(a).



An Example
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Someday the King of Sweden might be taller than now.

h�y.⌃h�x.T (x, y)i(m)i(m)

Let’s construct a model.

I want to show the formal machinery
behaves the way intuition says it should.
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Oldest known reference to a
King of Sweden is in

Tacitus, around year 100.

We’ll assume that in year 50
there was no King.

King Magnus III Barnlock (mb) died in 1290.
Average height of contemporary

male Swedish skeletons is 174.3cm.

We’ll assume he was average.

King Carl XVI Gustaf (cg) is current monarch.
He is 179cm tall.
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three years represented
(possible worlds)

two kings in the domain

I(m) not defined for w50

w50 w1289 w2014- -

{mb, cg}
?

⇢
⇢

⇢
⇢

⇢
⇢

⇢⇢=

I(m) I(m)



I(T )(w50) = I(T )(w1289) = I(T )(w2014) = {(cg,mb)}.

Thus T is interpreted rigidly.
cg is always taller than mb.

w50 w1289 w2014- -

{mb, cg}
?

⇢
⇢

⇢
⇢

⇢
⇢

⇢⇢=

I(m) I(m)
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w50 w1289 w2014- -

{mb, cg}
?

⇢
⇢

⇢
⇢

⇢
⇢

⇢⇢=

I(m) I(m)
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M, w1289 �v h�y.⌃h�x.T (x, y)i(m)i(m)

because M, w1289 �v0 ⌃h�x.T (x, y)i(m),
where v

0(y) = I(m)(w1289) = mb



w50 w1289 w2014- -

{mb, cg}
?

⇢
⇢

⇢
⇢

⇢
⇢

⇢⇢=

I(m) I(m)
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Let’s write this as

M, w1289 �v0 ⌃h�x.T (x,mb)i(m)



M, w1289 �v0 ⌃h�x.T (x,mb)i(m)

because
M, w2014 �v0 h�x.T (x,mb)i(m)

w50 w1289 w2014- -

{mb, cg}
?

⇢
⇢

⇢
⇢

⇢
⇢

⇢⇢=

I(m) I(m)
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M, w2014 �v0 h�x.T (x,mb)i(m)

because
M, w2014 �v00

T (x, mb)
where v

00(x) = I(m)(w2014) = cg

w50 w1289 w2014- -

{mb, cg}
?

⇢
⇢

⇢
⇢

⇢
⇢

⇢⇢=

I(m) I(m)
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Let’s write this as

M, w2014 �v00 T (cg,mb)

w50 w1289 w2014- -

{mb, cg}
?

⇢
⇢

⇢
⇢

⇢
⇢

⇢⇢=

I(m) I(m)
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M, w2014 �v00 T (cg,mb)

because
(cg,mb) 2 I(T )(w2014)

w50 w1289 w2014- -

{mb, cg}
?

⇢
⇢

⇢
⇢

⇢
⇢

⇢⇢=

I(m) I(m)
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So, it all behaves
as we would expect.

But here’s a few things
for you to check for yourselves.



w50 w1289 w2014- -

{mb, cg}
?

⇢
⇢

⇢
⇢

⇢
⇢

⇢⇢=

I(m) I(m)

50

M, w50 6�v h�y.⌃h�x.T (x, y)i(m)i(m)

because there is no King

in the year 50



M, w2014 6�v h�y.⌃h�x.T (x, y)i(m)i(m)

because in the model,

the year 2014 has no future

w50 w1289 w2014- -

{mb, cg}
?

⇢
⇢

⇢
⇢

⇢
⇢

⇢⇢=

I(m) I(m)
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Another Example
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Alice might have been taller than she is.

h�y.⌃h�x.G(x, y)i(h(a))i(h(a))

This is not a legal formula.

What is the scope of
the height function symbols?
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h�y.⌃h�x.G(x, y)i(h(a))i(h(a))

becomes

h�w.h�y.⌃h�z.h�x.G(x, y)i(h(z))i(a)i(h(w))i(a)

inside ⌃
outside ⌃
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-w1 w2

{al, 0, 1, . . . , 400}
R ⇡
I(a) I(a)

the real world epistemic alternative

Alice
(rigid)

heights
(in centimeters)
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I(G)(w1) = I(G)(w2) = {(x, y) | x > y}

Intension constant a
designates at w1 and w2,

and I(a)(w1) = I(a)(w2) = al

rigid

function symbol h
designates at w1 and w2, and

I(h)(w1)(al) = 165
I(h)(w2)(al) = 180

non-rigid
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You can check that

N , w1 �v h�w.h�y.⌃h�z.h�x.G(x, y)i(h(z))i(a)i(h(w))i(a)

Again, as we would want.
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…he must be a great calculator indeed who succeeds. 
Simplify, simplify.

Walden, Thoreau

If names are rigid,

why does a need to appear twice in

h�w.h�y.⌃h�z.h�x.G(x, y)i(h(z))i(a)i(h(w))i(a)
once inside ⌃, once outside?

What about the simpler

h�z.h�y.⌃h�x.G(x, y)i(h(z))i(h(z))i(a)
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In fact, this will do fine.

And it gives us a nice exercise.

If a is rigid,

the following is true

wherever a designates.

h�x.⇤h�y.x = yi(a)i(a)

This is sometimes called
local rigidity.

Note to self:
explain why.
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Let A be
h�w.h�y.⌃h�z.h�x.G(x, y)i(h(z))i(a)i(h(w))i(a)

Let B be
h�z.h�y.⌃h�x.G(x, y)i(h(z))i(h(z))i(a)

Show the validity of

h�x.⇤h�y.x = yi(a)i(a) � (A ⌘ B)

Assume the modal logic is K,

and the symbol “=” is interpreted

as equality at every world.



And Happiness?
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For Alice and height,
we assumed we had a (non-rigid)
map h from persons to heights.

What is a height?

Semantically, we took it as a number.

Specifically, we took it to be
an integer from 0 to 400,
representing centimeters.
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But height could also be
an abstract, linearly ordered entity,

not necessarily numbers.

These details don’t
seem to matter all that much.

In ordinary circumstances,
when I say A is taller than B,

I often don’t have any numbers in mind.
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And (degree of) happiness?

Also an abstract entity?
A partial ordering?

Transitive?

In our minds,
sometimes we compare
the happiness of people,
and sometimes we can’t.
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I would think that
our inability to quantify happiness

makes me happier
than some other people.



Proof Procedures
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Predicate abstraction has been

• Axiomatized. FOIL Axiomatized, Studia Logica 
84, 1- 22, 2006.

• Provided with prefixed tableaus, First-Order 
Modal Logic, with Richard Mendelsohn, Kluwer 
1998.

• And a nested sequent formulation is 
forthcoming.  (And maybe has forthcome).
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This talk is based on a paper.
The paper grew out of hearing a talk by 

Kai Wehmeir in 2010.
He has a different approach, see 

Subjunctivity and cross-world predication, 
Philosophical Studies, 159:107-122, 2012.

Credit:



Thank You
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